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This past month has been bustling with a variety of activities.
We had the investiture ceremony where the student
representatives were honoured and given their badges.
The Investiture ceremony signifies the reliance and confidence that the school
consigns in the newly invested office bearers. Donning the mantle of
accountability, they also pledged to bestow their duties to the best of their
abilities. We believe that the child centric approach will frame a responsible
citizen.
We also had hosted the PRIMUN. It was a very lively two-day session where
eleven schools from different parts of Chennai participated in the event, with one
hundred and eight delegates representing different committees and countries
had a discussion on the topic ‘Global Issues’. The different committees were
WHO, UNGA , UNSC, UNHRC, CCPCJ, UNICEF. The delegates came up with
resolutions to cope with the issues discussed at the end of the conference. We
were honoured to have Mr. R.K Sharma, as our chief guest for the closing
ceremony. Mr. R.K Sharma is currently working as the librarian, United Nations
Information Centre for India and Bhutan. He spoke on the history and importance
of the MUNs and other issues on the international agenda including SDGs,
Climate Change, Migration and Technology and Youth. Mr. Sharma awarded the
prize winners and spoke on how the contribution of the MUN participants help
them become responsible citizens of the world. One of the greatest resources
that yoga gives us is the ability to take a deep breath and learn to slow down.
Today’s world is obsessed with speed; the faster you go, the faster you are, the
faster the world can generate around you. This is a very harmful habit for us, as
our mind space and bodies are meant to come together as one, and that process
can take time. Yoga delivers a sort of meditation that allows you to slowly come
together as one, creating a ‘stop and smell the roses’ effect that benefits
everybody who tries it. We were privileged to host the TAMIL NADU REGIONAL
COUNCIL YOGA COMPETITIONS. Eleven schools across Tamil Nadu participated in
the event making it a grand success.
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Be it achievements in academics, debates, elocution, declamation, art, dance,
music, dramatics etc., the list is endless. For Primrose Schools, Sports field is
also our domain where we try to achieve higher levels of excellence. The girls’
team in the senior category and boys’ team in the senior and junior category
from our school participated in the ASISC Zonal Badminton Tournament held
on 12th and 13th July 2018-2019. Hundred and twenty-two participants
representing sixteen schools across Tamil Nadu participated in the
competitions. Congratulations to the senior girls’ team who have secured the
third position.
We also had our Vasuda Vatsalya competitions. The students of class 1 to 5
participated in drawing and painting – topic ‘Nature’, Fancy Dress – Little
Legends, Melody Maker, Happy Feet competitions with a lot of vigour. The
children showcased their creative skills in all the events and came up with
amazing forms of dance, song and art work. Each of the participants had
performed so beautifully and diligently that it was a treat to the eyes and ears.
The main objective of conducting a field trip for students is to reinforce
experiential and contextual learning. Field trips are a way of enhancing
classroom learning by making real world connections. The trips give students
the opportunity to observe a particular environment that enables first-hand
experience of what they are learning. In addition, students achieve a higher
level of critical thinking when they evaluate their own learning compared with
what they get exposed to, and they can modify their knowledge based on
their personal experiences.
Field trips also offer students and teachers the opportunity to interact outside
of the classroom, thus enhancing their bonding with each other and
improving their social and life skills. The students of classes LKG to VII were
taken to different places for the Field trip which enabled them to learn, enjoy
and interact with their peers, teachers and the society.
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The school assembly was based on the theme, ‘Courage’. Nowadays we are so
afraid of being different from the others, of not being accepted for who we
really are that it prevents us from doing what we truly believe in. But you need
to realize that no one is you and that is your power. You need to embrace your
power, your individuality and just be yourself in a world full of people being who
they are not. The students were able to bring out the complete essence of the
topic and performed various skits, dance and songs on the topic.
I thank Mother for all her blessings which has helped us in making this month a
success. And I would also like to extend my thanks to my team of teachers, the
admin staff and my dearest students without whom nothing could have been
achieved.
I would like to conclude with a beautiful quote of Eleanor Roosevelt - "You have
to accept whatever comes and the only important thing is that you meet it with
courage and with the best that you have to give”.
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Investiture Ceremony
The eagerly awaited ‘Investiture Ceremony’ for the academic session 2018-19 was held in July.

Parents waited with avid impatience to capture images of
the Student Cabinet members marching down the play
ground to reach their destination.

Conferring the authority and symbols of high
office to student house captains and vice
captains.

Teacher captains and vice captains were given
sash and badges by our Principal.

The ceremony commencing with the
hoisting of the school flag.

The newly invested SPL donning the mantle of
accountability and pledging to bestow his duties to
the best of his abilities.

The SPL administering the oath with his fellow
council members signalling the beginning of their
year of leadership.

Investiture Ceremony
Leadership is the capacity to translate vision into reality.

The house captains and vice captains promising to abide by the qualities of a true leader and
keeping the mantle of Primrose flying high.

Harish, SPL addressing the newly elected by asking them to be good leaders, shouldering
responsibility efficiently and enlightened the students by stating that they would be role
models to their peer group and set the standards high for their juniors to follow.

Investiture CEREMONY
Students’ OFFICE BEARERS 2018-2019

SPL – Harish Mogalipuvvu

Red Rose Captain – Anjali

Red Rose Vice Captain – Thomas

Sports Secretary – Rashmika
Blue Bells Captain – Sujit
Literary Secretary – Ashwin
Krishna
Blue Bells Vice Captain –Joanne

Joint Literary Secretary –
Zaafirah

Ivy Captain – Oviya

Ivy Vice Captain – Ajmal
Cultural Secretary – Mrudhulani
Marigold Captain – Bhavya

Joint Cultural Secretary –
Shirley

Marigold Captain –Yuvan Shankar

Investiture Ceremony

Leadership is the capacity to translate vision into reality.

Great Leaders don’t set out to be a leader, they set out to make a difference. It’s never about the role- always about
the goal.

The visionaries and torch bearers of tomorrow.

Tamil nadu regional council yoga competitions

Primrose hosted the ASISC Tamil Nadu Regional Level
Yoga Competition 2018 for the ICSE and ISC levels on
14th July, 2018

Tamil Nadu Regional Council Yoga
Competitions was hosted by
Primrose Schools on 14th July.
Eleven schools participated in the
event.. In the Senior boys
category Primrose Schools
bagged the third place and the
Senior girls secured the first
place making us proud.

Participants for the Senior level Boys category The performance and the commitment witnessed
during the event were praiseworthy and
breathtaking - Junior girls

Sub Junior boys and girls

Senior Girls

Tamil nadu regional council yoga competitions
“Take care of your body, it’s the only place you have to live.”

They say, “Yoga is the fountain of youth. You’re only as young as your spine is flexible.”
and our kids proved it displaying various asanaas.

Regional level winners Juniors & Seniors of the ASISC Yoga Competition

‘Soaring Towards Greater Heights’ –
Senior Boys & Girls selected for the National Level Yoga Competition.

ASISC BADMINTON Competition
“Those who play badminton well take decisions quickly. “

Primrose School proudly hosted the
ASISC Badminton competitions on
12 th and 13th of July. Hundred and
twenty-two participants
representing sixteen schools across
Tamil Nadu participated in the
competitions. Congratulations to the
Primrose senior girls’ team who
have secured the third position.
The ASISC Regional level winners in the Boys’ category of the Badminton Championship .

Reshmika and Anjali securing the third place.

The ASISC Regional level winners in the Girls’ category of the Badminton Championship.

Glimpses of Field Trip
Field trips are the opportunities to enter into the world of reality.

Tiny Toons – LKG A & B exploring, playing and bringing back lots of light moments with them.

UKG A & B –Toyz Day out

Glimpses of Field Trip
Primrose connected children with nature and diversified their outdoor experience.

II A & B – Birla Planetarium –Kids had a flight through the universe

Class 3 – Guindy Park- Had a Nature walk

Glimpses of Field Trip

Class IV A & B visited the Egmore Museum, learning human history and culture.

Class V A & B visited the Egmore Museum, learning human history and culture.

Class VI & I –Our Incredible kids
watched Incredibles 2.
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Medical Check Up

Every student of the Primrose Schools undergoes health check-up once in a year by the
doctors of reputed hospitals. The checks include eye, dental, ENT, pediatric and general.

Necessary medical advice and precautionary
measures were given to the students, teachers and
sub staff.
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VASUDHA VATSALYA – CLASS 1 TO 3

Invoking Mother’s blessings for the kids to gain substantial experience ,
showcase their skills and to enhance their personal aptitude.

The children participated enthusiastically and performed
fantastically well on the stage.

The day long extravaganza, full of fun and learning ended with the
prize distribution ceremony. The parents appreciated the hard work
done by the children as well as the Principal and teachers.

VASUDHA VATSALYA – CLASS 4 & 5

Students demonstrate their talents in the form of singing, dancing, playing an
instrument and so on.

The event also provides quality opportunities for future leaders, orators,
musicians and artists to showcase their talent and develop their skills.
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A child needs both, freedom and discipline.

Our students participating and winning laurels in painting competition.

These events help our students work as individuals & in teams, to bond and to try
their hand at something new!
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Primrose model united nations 2K18

Inaugurating PRIMUN 2K18, invoking Mother’s blessings

Introducing the Chairs and the co-chairs

Mr. R.K Sharma, chief guest ,the librarian, United Nations Information Centre for India and
Bhutan receiving the memento drawn by one of our school students.
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Primrose Model united nation 2K18
HARISH MOGALIPUVVU
SECRETARY GENERAL &
Chair of UNGA

SUJIT SANKAR
DIRECTOR GENERAL &
Chair of CCPCJ

SRINITHI
Co- Chair of UNGA

ANJALI
Co-Chair of CCPJ

NANDHINI GANESH
Chair and Co-Chair of WHO

ASHWIN
Chair of UNSC

RISHAB ANANTH
Chair of UNHRC

VINAY MADHAV
Chair of UNICEF

GARAV
Co-Chair of UNSC

RAGHAV
Co-Chair of UNHRC

HARIKESH
Co-Chair of UNICEF

Primrose Model united nation 2K18
CCPCJ-The Commission on Crime Prevention and Criminal Justice
The CCPCJ committee discussed on Protecting The Right to Privacy in the Digital
Age & Emerging Cyber Security Threats and their mitigation.

The best defense is a good offense.

Primrose Model united nation 2K18
UNGA- United Nations General Assembly

The UNGA committee addressed the issue of The Impact of Climate Change on Global
Security and possible precautions that can be taken & How to Resolve Territorial
Disputes over the Arctic region, and also to urge countries to cooperate in the
demilitarization of the Arctic.
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Primrose Model united nation 2K18
UNHRC- United Nations Human Rights Commission
The UNHRC discussed on Upholding Global Accountability Towards Refugees
and Internally Displaced Persons (IDPs) in Conflict & Addressing the Social and
Economic Consequences of Religious Intolerance.

“There are those who look at the way things are, and ask why? I dream of things that never were,
and ask why not?” –George Bernard Shaw

This was an excellent statement by the delegates who wished to go past the figurative boundaries placed on MUN
delegates.

Primrose Model united nation 2K18
UNICEF-United Nations International Children's Emergency Fund.
The committee discussed on How to
Ensure Mental Health Management in
Educational Institutions & Take action
against the Sexual Abuse of minors and
their rehabilitation.

We believe that children are our future. Teach
them well and let them lead the way.
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Primrose Model united nation 2K18
UNSC-United Nations Security Council
The committee discussed on the Growing
unrest in the Syrian Peninsula regarding
intense military actions between Israel
and Iran, and measures to be taken in
order to stabilize the region.

“Fighting war with fire is like fighting fire with
fire - it never works" - Security Council.
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Primrose Model united nation 2K18
WHO- World Health Organization

The committee discussed on Tackling Illicit Medical Markets which are becoming an
often opted choice for the backward sections of society due to the mistrust in state
provided medical facilities and their inaccessibility.

Primrose Model united nation 2K18
BEST DELEGATES
Best Chair –Nandhini
(WHO)

Best Delegate(WHO) – Shaman.K.R

Best Delegate(WHO) – Rajnandhan
Best Co-Chair –
Gaurev(UNSC)
Best Delegate(CCPCJ) – Abhinav Sivakumar

Best Delegate(UNGA) –
Pavan Kumar Anand
Best Delegate(CCPCJ)–Tandav Kaoushik

Best Delegate(UNGA) –
Krishna

Best Delegate(UNICEF) – Niveditha

Best Delegate(UNICEF) – M. Naren
Srinivasan
Best Delegate(UNHRC) –
Asha Sanjay Kumar
Best Delegate(UNSC) – Kevin Craven

Best Delegate(UNHRC) –
Ashvin Krishnan

Best Delegate(UNSC) – Supraja

BEST CLASS AWARD

Without continual growth and progress, such words as improvement, achievement, and
success have no meaning says Class IV C

Winning moments of Class VI A - “Take the challenge of your life. Reach out to your
goals. There is no limit to what you can achieve.”
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“A winning mindset can transform an underdog into a champion, conqueror, and achiever.
Class V A securing their Best Class award.

“Achievers are those who have redefined impossible, changing what can't be done into a work in
progress.” Class VII Proudly holding their Best Class award .

“Learn, believe and achieve!” says III B after emerging the winner of the Best Class award.

“Conceive, believe and achieve.” Class X proudly pose with their Best
Class Trophy.
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“Achievement is no hocus-pocus. It's focus, focus!” Class I A ‘s hard work paid and
they won their Best Class award.

The talent of success is nothing more than doing what you can do, well. Class
VI A said this winning the Best Class award the second time.

I have a dream...
Pages flipped past, as my eyeballs worked furiously in their
sockets, scanning the pages for the word. Today was the day,
August 28, 2063, the day when history would rewrite itself. I
looked at the time. “I have 17 minutes to find the word”, I
consoled myself as my hands became blurred and time flew by.
After minutes of desperation, I reached the page at exactly the
correct time. I watched as the word disappeared from the
dictionary. A wave of energy passed through the room as if
changing the world. “Racism,” I said for the last time, the word
sounded strange once out of my mouth.
I looked outside, there was a person walking by. I could not utter
that word; it was completely erased from history. He was from
another origin but was no different to me. Not of American or
Indian or European or African origin, but was a human bonded by
the threads of humanity, the threads which would only
strengthen as days go. There was finally peace in the world.
I glanced at the papers near me. “We can’t wait”, the title said.
The dream had finally become a reality.
I woke up to find my mother gently tapping me. She said, “The
day has come.”

Riya
Class X

Why be Punctual?
The quality of being on time is known as punctuality. In simple
words punctuality means ‘on time.’ I as a student would like to
be punctual. I am punctual to school, and punctual is not only
being on time to school, but also completing our work on time.
We should be inside our school campus by 8 a.m. Even if there
is any event like Sport’s Day, we should be on time. If everybody
starts coming at different timings, it wouldn’t be nice. One thing
you can’t recycle is wasted time. If the event starts late then it
would end late and create a lot of problems. ‘Being virtue starts
with being Punctual.’ This quote which I created means that if
you want to show high moral standards in your behaviour, you
should be punctual.

Punctuality is a very important value which we must learn,
follow and teach. We must follow the timings allotted by our
school. To be on time, you must sleep early and wake up early.
Complete all your work also on time. All you need to remember
punctuality means ‘on time.’

Jonathan K.
Class VIII
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Punctuality
I will be punctual to school
I will never come late
I come to school on time
I want to get the Punctual Award
Yipee!
Do you want to get the punctual Award with me?
Yes!
Okay I will tell you how to be punctual
First get ready to school
Never miss your bus
Be regular to school
And don’t be late to school
We have to get the Punctual Award
Yipee!

Haasini
III C
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Environment
What is the greatest vent?
It is the air from the environment
It also smells like peppermint
The trees have some black tint
Now that the nature is almost dead
Out time here preserving it is wasted
Because our work has made it dirty
We think the nature is now filthy
Come let’s go green
And make our Earth clean
Come on let’s all get engaged
To make the change
“Be the Change Live the change”

Joanne
Class IX

A walk down the Alley Way

2089, A winter night with a rather
bitter blizzard. I shuddered and
tugged at my shawl to get a bit
warmer. A thick smog was already
adding to the blizzard I was alone,
and stranded in with my feet immobile
I could only stand, wishing and hoping
for a minute, for a glimpse of my
childhood days. How freely I would roam
and play and touch the plants along
the wall. How I would walk barefoot at my
house. But now, why would anybody bother to
tell an old lady to walk on the side of the
road. I took a step, onto the unknown and
heard the crunching of plastic beneath my
feet. The same sound I heard over a million
times a day. By the way, I forgot to mention,
I live in GBP collection. The east pacific
garbage patch you now …..

Shambavi
VI B
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Mommy Dear
Mommy, Mommy, Mommy,
Very sweet and yummy.

She is always loving and kind,
When she has me in her mind.
She cooks me hot spicy food,
When she is in a good mood.
We have pillow fights at night,
But we sleep hugging each other tight.
A guide, a teacher, a naughty mom I miss,
But everything turns right when I give her a kiss.

Kayalvizhi Daffodil
VI- A

